[EndoStim® treatment-a new minimally invasive technology in antireflux surgery].
The symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) are very common. Despite the fact that 40% of patients continue to suffer under conservative treatment, only approximately 1% of affected patients are operated on in Germany. Until recently, antireflux surgery was performed nearly exclusively in the form of a Nissen fundoplication or a Toupet hemifundoplication. These methods are still considered the gold standard. A new surgical minimally invasive procedure is described which treats reflux symptoms through electrical neuromodulation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES). An electrical neuromodulator for the LES (EndoStim®, EndoStim BV, Nijmegen, The Netherlands) is implanted into the abdominal wall as a pulse generator (IPG) and connected via an electrode cable to a pair of electrodes on the lower esophageal sphincter. In our own setting, patients are selected for this procedure after extensive functional diagnostics in the context of an interdisciplinary expert conference. The patient selection, patient education, required surgical training, surgical technique, postoperative phase as well as the results, complications and side effects are described. Electrical neuromodulation is a technique that successfully provides patients with GERD with control of their reflux symptoms. The technique requires interdisciplinary patient selection, comprehensive patient education, and comprehensive surgical training. The method is not free of postoperative problems. The electrical neuromodulation of the LES should therefore be used especially in centers with high expertise in reflux therapy.